We present a novel sound localization algorithm for a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) sound source in indoor environments. Our approach exploits the diffraction properties of sound waves as they bend around a barrier or an obstacle in the scene. We combine a ray tracing-based sound propagation algorithm with a Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) model, which simulate bending effects by placing a virtual sound source on a wedge in the environment. We precompute the wedges of a reconstructed mesh of an indoor scene and use them to generate diffraction acoustic rays to localize the 3D position of the source. Our method identifies the convergence region of those generated acoustic rays as the estimated source position based on a particle filter. We have evaluated our algorithm in multiple scenarios consisting of static and dynamic NLOS sound sources. In our tested cases, our approach can localize a source position with an average accuracy error of 0.7m, measured by the L2 distance between estimated and actual source locations in a 7m×7m×3m room. Furthermore, we observe 37% to 130% improvement in accuracy over a state-of-the-art localization method that does not model diffraction effects, especially when a sound source is not visible to the robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
As mobile robots are increasingly used for different applications, there is considerable interest in developing new and improved methods for localization. The main goal is to compute the current location of the robot with respect to its environment. Localization is a fundamental capability required by autonomous robots because the current location is used to guide future movement or actions. We assume that a map of the environment is given and different sensors on the robot are used to estimate its position and orientation in the environment. Some of the commonly used sensors include GPS, CCD or depth cameras, acoustics, etc. In particular, there is considerable work on using acoustic sensors for localization, including sonar signal processing for underwater localization and microphone arrays for indoor and outdoor scenes. In particular, the recent use of smart microphones in commodity or IoT devices (e.g., Amazon Alexa) has triggered interest in better acoustic localization methods [2] , [3] .
Acoustic sensors use the properties of sound waves to compute the source location. Sound waves are emitted from a source and then transmitted through the media to reach either the listener or microphone locations as direct paths, or after undergoing different wave effects including reflections, 1 I. An, 1 D. Lee, and 1 Obstacle Sound source (a) A Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) moving source scene around an obstacle. Our method can localize its position using acoustic sensors and our diffraction-aware ray tracing.
(b) Accuracy errors, measured as the L2 distance between the estimated and actual 3D locations of a sound source, for the dynamic source. Our method models diffraction effects and improves the localization accuracy as compared to only modeling indirect reflections [1] Fig. 1. These figures show the testing environment (7m by 7m with 3m height) (a) and the accuracy error of our method with the dynamically moving sound source (b). The source moves along the red trajectory, and the obstacle causes the invisible area for the dynamic source. Invisibility of the source occurs from 27s to 48s, where our method maintains a high accuracy, while the prior method deteriorates due to the diffraction: the average distance errors of our and the prior method are 0.95m and 1.83m. interference, diffraction, scattering, etc. Some of the earliest work on sound source localization (SSL) makes use of the time difference of arrival (TDOA) at the receiver [4] , [5] , [6] . These methods only exploit the direct sound and its direction at the receiver and do not take into account reflections or other wave effects. As a result, these methods do not provide sufficient accuracy for many applications. Other techniques have been proposed to localize the position under different constraints or sensors [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] . This includes modeling higher order specular reflections [1] based on ray tracing and modeling indirect sound effects.
In many scenarios, the sound source is not directly in the line of sight of the listener (i.e. NLOS) and is occluded by obstacles. In such cases, there may not be much contribution in terms of direct sound, and simple methods based on TDOA 2 . This figure shows our precomputation phase. We use SLAM to generate a point cloud of an indoor environment from the laser scanner and Kinect. The point cloud is used to construct the mesh map via 3D reconstruction techniques. Wedges whose two neighboring triangles have angles larger than θ W ; their edges are extracted from the mesh map to consider diffraction effects at runtime for sound localization.
may not work well. We need to model indirect sound effects and the most common methods of this type of modeling are based on using ray-based geometric propagation paths. They assume the rectilinear propagation of sound waves and use ray tracing to compute higher order reflections. While these methods work well for high frequency sounds, they do not accurately model many low-frequency phenomena such as diffraction, a type of scattering that occurs from obstacles with sizes of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength. In practice, diffraction is a fundamental mode of sound wave propagation and occurs frequently in building interiors (e.g., the source is behind an obstacle or hidden by walls). These effects are more prominent for low-frequency sources such as vowel sounds in human speech, industrial machinery, ventilation, air-conditioned units. Main Results. We present a novel sound localization algorithm that takes into account diffraction effects, especially from non-line-of-sight or occluded sources. Our approach is built on a ray tracing framework and models diffraction using the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [10] along the wedges. During the precomputation phase, we use SLAM and reconstruct a 3D triangular mesh for an indoor environment. At runtime, we generate direct acoustic rays towards incoming sound directions as computed by TDOA. Once the acoustic ray hits the reconstructed mesh, we generate reflection rays. Furthermore, when acoustic rays pass close enough to the edges of mesh wedges according to our diffraction-criterion, we also generate diffraction acoustic rays to model non-visible paths to include an incident sound direction that can be actually traveled (Sec. III). Finally, we estimate the source position by performing generated acoustic rays using ray convergence.
We have evaluated our method in an indoor environment with three different scenarios including a stationary source and a dynamically moving source along an obstacle that blocks the direct line-of-sight from the listener. In these cases, the diffracted acoustic waves are used to localize the position. We combine our diffraction method with a reflection-aware SSL algorithm [1] and observe improvements from 1.22m to 0.7m, on average, and from 1.45m to 0.79m for the NLOS source. Our algorithm can localize a source generating a clapping sound within 1.38m as the worse error bound in a room of dimensions 7m × 7m and 3m height.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work on sound source localization and sound propagation.
Sound source localization (SSL). Over the past two decades, many approaches have used time difference of arrival (TDOA) to localize sound sources. Knapp et al. presented a good estimation of the time difference using a generalized correlation between a pair of microphone signals [4] . He et al. [5] suggested a deep neural networkbased source localization algorithm in the azimuth direction for multiple sources. This approach focused on estimating an incoming direction of a sound and did not localize the actual position of the source.
Recently, many techniques have been proposed for estimating the location of a sound source [7] , [8] , [9] . Sasaki et al. [7] and Su et al. [8] presented 3D sound source localization algorithms using a disk-shaped sound detector and a linear microphone array such as Kinect and PS3 Eye. Misra et al. [9] suggested a robust localization method in noisy environments using a drone. This approach requires the accumulation of steady acoustic signals at different positions, and thus cannot be applied to a transient sound event or to stationary sound detectors.
An et al. [1] presented a reflection-aware sound source localization algorithm that used direct and reflected acoustic rays to estimate a 3D source position in indoor environments. Our approach is based on this work and takes into account diffraction effects to considerably improve the accuracy.
Interactive sound propagation. There is considerable work in acoustics and physically-based modeling to develop fast and accurate sound simulators that can generate realistic sounds for computer-aided design and virtual environments. Geometry acoustic (GA) techniques have been widely utilized to simulate sound propagations efficiently using ray tracing techniques. Because ray tracing algorithms are based on the sound propagation model at high frequencies, lowfrequency wave effects like diffraction are modeled separately.
In addition, an estimation of the acoustic impulse response between the source and the listener was performed using Monte Carlo path tracing [11] , an adaptive frustum tracing [12] or a hybrid combination of geometric and numeric methods techniques [13] . Exact methods to model diffraction are based on solving the acoustic wave equation directly using numeric methods like boundary or finite element methods [14] , [15] , the wavegeometric approximation method [16] , the Kresnel-Kirchoff approximation method [17] , or the BTM model [18] and its extension to higher order diffraction models [19] . Commonly used techniques to model diffraction with geometric acoustic methods are based on two models: the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [20] and the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin (BTM) model [18] . The BTM model is an accurate diffraction formulation that computes an integral of the diffracted sound along the finite edges in the time domain [19] , [15] , [21] . In practice, the BTM model is more accurate, but is limited to non-interactive applications. The UTD model approximates an infinite wedge as a secondary source of diffracted sounds, which can be reflected and diffracted again before reaching the listener. UTD-based approaches have been effective for many real-time sound generation applications, especially in complex environments with occluding objects [11] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Our approach is motivated by these real-time simulations and proposes a real-time source localization algorithm using UTD.
III. DIFFRACTION-AWARE SSL
We present our diffraction-aware SSL based on acoustic ray tracing.
A. Overview
Precomputation. Given an indoor scene, we reconstruct a 3D model as part of the precomputation. We use a Kinect and a laser scanner to capture a 3D point cloud representation of the indoor scene. As shown in Fig. 2 , the point cloud capturing the indoor geometry information is generated by the SLAM module from raw depth data and an RGB-D stream collected by the laser scanner and Kinect. Next, we reconstruct a 3D mesh map via the generated point cloud. We also extract wedges from the mesh that have an angle between two neighboring triangles smaller than the threshold, Θ W . The reconstructed 3D mesh map and the wedges on it are used for our diffraction method at runtime. Runtime Algorithm. We provide an overview of our runtime algorithm as it performs acoustic ray tracing and sound source localization in Fig. 3 . Inputs to our runtime algorithm are the audio stream collected by the microphone array, the mesh map reconstructed in the precomputation, and the robot position localized by the SLAM algorithm. Our goal is to find the 3D position of the sound source in the environment. Based on those inputs, we perform acoustic ray tracing supporting direct, reflection, and diffraction effects by generating various acoustic rays (III-B). The source position is computed by estimating the convergence region of the acoustic rays (III-D). Our novel component, acoustic ray tracing with diffraction rays, is highlighted in the blue font in Fig. 3 .
B. Acoustic Ray Tracing
In this section, we explain how our acoustic ray tracing technique generates direct, reflection, and diffraction rays.
At runtime, we first collect the directions of the incoming sound signals from the TDOA algorithm [25] . For each incoming direction, we generate a primary acoustic ray in the backward direction; as a result, we perform acoustic ray tracing in a backward manner. At this stage, we cannot determine whether the incoming signal is generated by one of the states: direct propagation, reflection, or diffraction. We can determine the actual states of these primary acoustic rays while performing backward acoustic ray tracing. Nonetheless, we denote this primary ray as the direct acoustic ray since the primary ray is a direct ray from the listener's perspective.
We represent a primary acoustic ray as r 0 n for the n-th incoming sound direction. Its superscript denotes the order of the acoustic path, where the 0-th order denotes the direct path from the listener. We also generate a (backward) reflection ray once an acoustic ray intersects with the scene information under the assumption that the intersected material mainly consists of specular materials [1] . The main difference from the prior method [1] is that we use a mesh-based representation, while the prior method used a voxel-based octree representation for intersection tests. This mesh is computed during precomputation and we use the triangle normals to perform the reflections. As a result, for the n-th incoming sound direction, we recursively generate reflection rays with increasing orders, encoded by a ray path that is defined by R n = [r 0 n , r 1 n ,...]. The order of rays increases as we perform more reflection and diffraction.
C. Handling Diffraction with Ray Tracing
We now explain our algorithm for efficiently modeling the diffraction effects within acoustic ray tracing to localize the sound source. Since our goal is to achieve fast performance in localizing the sound source, we use the formulation based on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [20] . The incoming sounds collected by the microphone array consist of contributions from different effects in the environment, including reflections and diffractions.
Edge diffraction occurs when an acoustic wave hits the edge of a wedge. In the context of acoustic ray tracing, when an acoustic ray hits an edge of a wedge between two neighboring triangles, the diffracted signal propagates into all possible directions from that edge. The UTD model assumes that the point on the edge causing the diffraction effect is an imaginary source generating the spherical wave [20] .
To solve the problem of localizing the sound source, we simulate the process of backward ray tracing. Suppose that an n-th incoming sound direction denoted by the ray r j−1 n is generated by the diffraction effect at an edge. In an ideal case, the incoming ray will hit the edge of a wedge and generate the diffraction acoustic ray r j n , as shown in Fig. 4 ; in (a), r ( j,·) n is shown. It is important to note that there can be an infinite number of incident rays generating diffractions at the edge. Unfortunately, it is not easy to link the incident direction to the edge generating the diffraction exactly. Therefore, we generate a set of N d different diffraction rays in a backward manner that covers the possible incident directions to the edge based on the UTD model. This set is generated based on an assumption that one of those generated rays might have the actual incident direction causing the diffraction. When there are sufficient acoustic rays, including the primary, reflection, and diffraction rays, it is highly likely that those rays will pass through or near the sound source location; we choose a proper value of N d by analyzing diffraction rays (Sec. IV).
This explanation begins with the ideal case, where the acoustic ray r j−1 n hits the edge of a wedge. Because our algorithm works on a real environment that contains various types of errors from sensor noises and resolution errors from the TDOA method, it is rare that an acoustic ray intersects an edge exactly.
To support various cases that arise in real environments, we propose using the notion of diffraction-condition between a ray and a wedge. The diffraction-condition simply measures how close the ray r j−1 n passes to an edge of the wedge. Specifically, we define the diffractability v d according to the angle θ D between the acoustic ray and its ideally generated ray for the diffraction with the wedge: i.e. v d = cos(θ D ), where the cos function is used to normalize the angle θ D (Fig. 5) .
Given an acoustic ray r j−1 n , we define its ideally generated ray r j−1 n as the projected ray of r j−1 n on the edge of the wedge where the end point m d of r j−1 n is on that edge (refer to the geometric illustration on Fig. 5 ). The point m d is located at the position closest to the point m j−1 n of the input ray r j−1 n ; due to the page limit, we do not show its detailed derivation, but it can be defined based on our highlevel description.
If the diffractabilty v d is larger than a threshold value, e.g., 0.95 in our tests, our algorithm determines that the acoustic ray is generated from the diffraction at the wedge, and we thus generate the secondary, diffraction ray at the wedge in a backward manner.
We now present how we generate the diffraction rays when the acoustic ray satisfies the diffraction-condition. The diffraction rays are generated along the surface of the cone (Fig. 4a ) because the UTD model is based on the principle of Fermat [10] : the ray follows the shortest path from the source to the listener. The surface of the cone for the UTD model contains every set of the shortest paths. When , of a p-th diffraction ray is computed on local coordinates (ê x ,ê y ,ê z ) and used after the transformation to the environment in runtime, whereê z fits on the edge of the wedge andê x is set half-way between two triangles of the wedge. the acoustic ray r j−1 n satisfies the diffraction-condition, we compute outgoing directions for those diffraction rays. Those directions are the unit vectors generated on that cone and can be computed on a local domain as shown in Fig. 4b :
whered ( j,p) n denotes the outgoing unit vector of a p-th diffraction ray among N d different diffraction rays, θ w is the angle between two triangles of the wedge, θ d is the angle of the cone that is the same as the angle between the outgoing diffraction rays and the edge on the wedge, and θ o f f is the offset angle between two sequential diffraction rays, i.e.d on the wedge, we transform the outgoing directions in the local space to the world space by aligning their coordinates (ê x ,ê y ,ê z ). Based on those transformed outgoing directions, we then compute the outgoing diffraction rays,r To accelerate the process, we only generate the diffraction rays in the shadow region, which is defined by the wedge; the rest of the shadow region is called the illuminated region.
Initial ray:
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Microphone array
Wedge Material 1 Fig. 5 . This figure shows the diffraction condition. When a ray r j−1 n passes close to an edge of a wedge, we consider the ray to be generated by the edge diffraction. We measure the angle θ D between the ray and its ideal generated ray, which hits the edge exactly, to check our diffraction condition.
We use this process because covering only the shadow region but not the illuminated region generates minor errors in the simulation of sound propagation [22] .
Given the new diffraction rays, we apply our algorithm recursively and generate another order of reflection and diffraction rays. Given the n-th incoming direction signal, we generate acoustic rays, including direct, reflection, and diffraction rays and maintain the ray paths R n in a tree data structure. The root of this tree represents the direct acoustic ray, starting from the microphones. The depth of the tree denotes the order of its associated ray. Note that we generate one child and N d children for handling reflection and diffraction effects, respectively.
D. Estimating the Source Position
We explain our method used for localizing the sound source position using acoustic rays. Our estimation is based on Monte-Carlo localization (MCL), also known as the particle filter [1] . Our estimation process assumes that there is a single sound source in the environment that causes a high probability that all those acoustic ray paths pass near that source; handling multiple targets using a particle filter has been also studied [26] . In other words, the acoustic rays converge in a region located close to the source, and our estimation aims to identify such a convergence region out of all the generated rays.
The MCL approach generates initial particles in the space as an approximation to the source locations. It allocates higher weights to particles that are closer to acoustic rays and re-samples the particles to get more particles in regions with higher weights [1] . Specifically, we adopt the generalized variance, which is a one-dimensional measure for multi-dimensional scatter data, to see whether particles have converged. When the generalized variance is less than a threshold (e.g., σ c = 0.5), we treat the sound that occurs and the mean position of those particles as the estimated sound source position.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we describe our setup, which consists of a robot with microphones and testing environments, and highlight the performance of our approach. The hardware platform is based on Turtlebot2 with a 2D laser scanner, Kinect, a computer with an Intel i7 process, and a microphone array, which is an embedded system for streaming multi-channel audio [27] , consisting of eight microphones. For all the computations, we use a single core, and perform our estimation every 200ms, supporting five different estimations in one second.
Benchmarks. We have evaluated our method in indoor environments containing a box-shaped object that blocks direct paths from the sound to the listener. We use two scenarios: a stationary sound source and a moving source. As shown in Fig. 6 , we place an obstacle between the robot and the stationary sound source, such that the source is not in the direct line-of-sight of the robot (i.e. NLOS source). We use another testing environment with a source moving along the red trajectory, as shown in Fig. 1a . These two scenarios are tested on the same room size: 7m × 7m and 3m height.
During the precomputation phase, we perform SLAM and reconstruct a mesh of the testing environment. We ensure that the resulting mesh has no holes using the MeshLab package.
Stationary sound source with an obstacle. We evaluate the accuracy by computing the L2 distance errors between the positions estimated by our method and the ground-truth positions. We use two types of sound signals: clapping and male speech, where male speech has more low-frequency components than the clapping sound (dominant frequency range of the clapping sound is 2k∼2.5kHz and the range is 0.1k∼0.7kHz for male speech).
We compare the accuracy of our approach with that of Reflection-Aware SSL (RA-SSL) [1] , which models direct sound and indirect reflections, but does not handle diffraction. For the stationary source producing the clapping sound ( Fig. 7a) , the average distance errors of the RA-SSL and our method are 1.4m and 0.6m, respectively. There are configurations of the sound source that are not visible to the microphone (NLOS). In this case, we observe 130% better accuracy by modeling these diffraction rays. Fig. 7b shows the localization accuracy for the male speech signal, which has more low-frequency components. The measured distance errors are, on average, 1.12m for RA-SSL and 0.82m for our approach. While we also observe meaningful improvement, it is less than we see with the clapping sound. Our method supports diffraction, but diffuse reflection is not yet supported. Given the many lowfrequency components of male speech, we observe that it is important to support diffuse reflection in addition to diffraction. Nonetheless, by modeling diffraction for male speech, we observe meaningful improvement (37% on average) in localization accuracy.
Moving sound source around an obstacle. We also evaluate our algorithm on a more challenging environment that contains a sound source (clapping sound) moving along the red trajectory shown in Fig 1a. Its accuracy graphs are presented in Fig. 1b ; the average distance errors of the RA-SSL and our method are 1.15m and 0.7m, respectively, indicating a 64% improvement in accuracy using our localization algorithm. It is interesting that, when the dynamic source is in the area corresponding to these time values (27s ∼ 48s), which are NLOS with respect to the robot, the average distance errors of the RA-SSL and our method are 1.83m and 0.95m, respectively, indicating a 92% improvement. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of our method in terms of localization.
Overall, we achieved 130%, 37%, and 64% improvement, resulting in 77% average improvement, on the stationary source with a clapping sound, the stationary source with male speech, and the dynamic source, respectively, compared with the prior method RA-SSL [1] . The summary of the accuracy of our method compared with RA-SSL is in Table I .
Analysis of diffraction rays. By modeling the diffraction effects, we increase the number of generated rays, resulting in a computational overhead. As a result, we measure the average accuracy error and computation time as a function of N d , the number of diffraction rays for simulating each Fig. 8 . This figure shows the average accuracy error and computation time for our method on an Intel i7 processor 6700 as a function of N d that is the number of diffraction rays generated for simulating the edge diffraction. edge diffraction. As shown in Fig. 8 , the average accuracy error gradually decreases, but we found that when N d is in a range of 2 to 5, the accuracy is rather saturated. Since we can accommodate up to N d = 5 given our runtime computation budget (0.2 s), we use N d = 5 across all the experiments. In this case, the average numbers of direct, reflection, and diffraction rays are 18, 26, and 184, respectively, in the case of the static source with the clapping sound. In addition, the average running times for acoustic ray tracing and particle filters are 0.09ms and 72ms; our un-optimized particle filter uses 100 particles and computes weights of them against all the other rays. When we are done estimating the location within the time budget, we allow our process to rest in an idle state.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel, diffraction-aware source localization algorithm. Our approach can be used for localizing an NLOS source and it models the diffraction effects using the uniform theory of diffraction. We have combined our method with indirect reflections and have tested our method in various scenarios with static and moving sound sources with different sound signals.
While we have demonstrated various benefits of our approach, it has some limitations. The UTD model is an approximate model and is mainly designed for infinite wedges. As a result, its accuracy may vary in different environments. We observed lower accuracy for low-frequency sounds (male voices), mainly due to the diffusion effect. Our implemented approach is limited to a single sound source in the environment and does not model all the scattering effects. As part of future work, we would like to address these problems.
